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Abstract: Understanding the influence of the current climate on the distribution, composition, and
carbon storage capacity of Mediterranean tree species is key to determining future pathways under a
warmer and drier climate scenario. Here, we evaluated the influence of biotic and environmental
factors on earlywood (EW) and latewood (LW) growth in Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis Mill.).
Our investigation was based on a dense dendrochronological network (71 sites), which covered
the entire distribution area of the species in the Iberian Peninsula (around 119.652 km2), and a
high-resolution climate dataset of the Western Mediterranean area. We used generalized linear-
mixed models to determine the spatial and temporal variations of EW and LW across the species
distribution. Our results showed an intense but differentiated climatic influence on both EW and LW
growth components. The climatic influence explained significant variations across the environmental
gradients in the study area, which suggested an important adaptation through phenotypic plasticity
and local adaptation to varying climatic conditions. In addition, we detected a clear spatial trade-
off between efficiency and safety strategy in the growth patterns across the species distribution.
Additionally, in more productive areas, the trees presented a higher proportion of EW (more efficient
to water transport), while, in more xeric conditions, the LW proportion increased (more safety to
avoid embolisms), implying an adaptation to more frequent drought episodes and a higher capacity
of carbon depletion. We therefore concluded that Mediterranean forests adapted to dryer conditions
might be more efficient as carbon reservoirs than forests growing in wetter areas. Finally, we
advocated for the need to consider wood density (EW/LW proportion) when modeling current and
future forest carbon sequestrations.

Keywords: earlywood; latewood; Pinus halepensis; Aleppo pine; dendrochronology; droughts;
Iberian Peninsula

1. Introduction

The geographical distribution of plant species in terrestrial ecosystems is a result of
complex interactions between adaptations to climate and anthropogenic activity history [1,2].
Biodiversity, growth rates, and species distributions are expected to vary spatially with
changes in the local temperature and water availability, as well as temporally, with wider
changes in climate conditions [3]. Additionally, trees are sessile and long-lived organisms
with a limited capacity to adapt to new environmental conditions, and consequently, the
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only possible mechanisms of acclimation they have to new environmental conditions are
through its specific plasticity capacity. As a consequence of population isolation and/or
differential selection pressures, local adaptations may lead to genetic differences between
populations [4]. Phenotypic plasticity, defined as the range of phenotypes that the same
genotype can express as a function of its environment [5], is expected to play a key role in
the response of plants to rapid climate changes [6]. Species show a heterogeneous range of
responses to climate variabilities, becoming the basis for potential adaptability to future
climate conditions [3]. Besides, during the process of hydraulic structure construction, tree
species plasticity is critically important, especially in drought-prone environments, such as
in most areas of the Mediterranean [7,8].

Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis Mill.) is one of the most representative tree species of the
Mediterranean areas [9–11]. This species is specially adapted to the scarcity of water and
occupies drought-prone areas where other species could not survive [12]. Different studies
have highlighted the substantial phenotypic plasticity of Pinus halepensis in relation to dif-
ferent anatomical, reproductive, and vegetative traits [3,13,14] [Furthermore, a substantial
plasticity in the annual rhythms of cambial activity has been established in response to
different climatic conditions. Thus, some studies, such as Liphschitz et al. [15] or Prislan
et al. [16], suggested that, under favorable climate conditions, the cambium is capable of
maintaining its activity throughout the year. However, the activity of the cambium can
stop between one and three months during the winter, depending on the prevalence of
low temperatures [3]. In addition, during summer droughts, the cambial activity of Pinus
halepensis may slow down or even stop and then resume when the moisture availability
increases in the autumn. In other situations, there may be two stops in cambial activity:
one in the winter caused by low temperatures and another during the summer caused by
high temperatures and a lack of precipitation [17,18].

As a consequence of this plastic response to environmental conditions, growth rings
with different anatomical characteristics are often formed [19]. In addition, an important
variation in the frequency of these wood anatomical features has been described across
the species’ range [20,21]. Thus, the likelihood of occurrence of absent rings (missing
rings) increases especially in semi-arid and arid conditions [20], while the presence of
intra-annual density fluctuations (IADFs) is maximized in the coastal areas of the Eastern
Iberian Peninsula, where the thermal conditions in the autumn are still suitable for tree
growth and the autumn is the main precipitation season [13].

Even though the presence of these wood anatomical features has been clearly estab-
lished in previous research [19,21], little is known on the implication of these alterations in
the functionality of the tree’s hydraulic system. The hydraulic system of Pinus halepensis,
as in other conifers, consists of annual rings whose cells can be morphologically divided
into two types of seasonal wood: earlywood (hereafter abbreviated as EW), which is nor-
mally formed in the spring and early summer and is characterized by tracheids with wide
lumen and thin walls, and latewood (hereafter abbreviated as LW), which is formed in
the summer and autumn and is characterized by tracheids with narrow lumen and thick
walls [8,22,23]. The functionality of xylem for water transport is conditioned by the type of
cells (i.e., EW and LW tracheids) present in the tree ring [24], but despite its importance,
few studies have focused on how environmental conditions affect the EW/LW proportion
in forest populations.

The plasticity and sensitivity of Pinus halepensis to climatic variations have been well-
studied by the scientific community, as have the growth patterns throughout its range [3].
Extensive literature on the biogeography and ecology of Pinus halepensis [25,26], as well as
dendroclimatic analyses at specific localities in the Mediterranean Basin [27–29], support
this theory. Yet, there are no regional studies on the effect of climatic conditions on EW
and LW growth, leading to a lack of studies on wood growth patterns across the species
distribution. There are studies, however, for other species, such as that of reference [30],
where they analyzed the characteristics of the earlywood vessels of Pyrenean oak (Quercus
pyrenaica Willd.) and Pedunculate oak (Quecus robur) under the hypothesis that, even
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when growing under the same climatic conditions, the effect of the climate on earlywood
formation is different between them. An additional study by reference [31], also for Quercus
pyrenaica, addressed the relationship between climate and wood formation, obtaining
relevant results related to micro-, meso-, and macroclimatic conditions and pointing to
the existence of cause–effect relationships. Yet, none of these studies addressed this issue
from the perspective of wood growth patterns. Dendrochronology is a powerful tool to
retrospectively study the growth patterns of trees and to analyze geographical variations
or changes in their EW/LW structures. The use of dense dendrochronological networks
is necessary to explore the differential responses of each of the populations in different
climatic and environmental conditions [12].

In this study, we used a dense dendroclimatic dataset of Pinus halepensis covering the
ecological gradient in peninsular Spain composed by samples from 71 sites with EW and
LW measures for each tree ring. A high-resolution climatic dataset (5 × 5 km) covering the
species’ real distribution facilitated the investigation about the variability of the relationship
between EW/LW formation and the climate.

Our objectives were (1) to evaluate the climatic influence on EW and LW growth
in a network of Pinus halepensis occupying the distribution of the species in the Western
Mediterranean and (2) to describe the geographical patterns of distribution of EW and
LW growth and the fraction of both along with the distribution of the species. These
climatic signals are discussed and interpreted from the point of view of the plasticity and
adaptability of the species in the context of climate change, interpreting how these patterns
could affect, in addition, the carbon balance.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Dendroclimatic Dataset

The study area was located in the Mediterranean region of the Iberian Peninsula,
where we sampled and compiled ring width information from 71 Pinus halepensis forests
areas (Figure 1) (about 119.652 km2 covered). At each site, mature, healthy, and dominant
trees were selected and sampled at breast height between 2001 and 2014 [21]. The range
of altitudes that included the dendrochronological dataset varied from 1 to 1676 m.a.s.l.
(Table S1).

2.1.2. Climatic Domain and Sources

The average monthly temperature and the total monthly rainfall of each sampling
site were obtained from the high-resolution datasets STEAD [32] and SPREAD [33], re-
spectively. These two new daily gridded datasets were created using all the available
climatic information (>12,000 precipitation and >5000 temperature stations) covering the
whole Spanish territory over the 1950–2012 period. The average annual precipitation and
temperature were calculated from September of the previous year to August of the current
year and described the climatic conditions during the year of each tree-ring formation.

A Mediterranean influence prevailed in the climatic characteristics, with soft winters
and hot summers. Precipitation was highly variable both within the year and between
annual values, with two peaks in the autumn and spring. Summertime was typically
dry, and the net budget of potential water balance (precipitation–evapotranspiration) was
negative all year, except in higher elevations (>1000 m.a.s.l.). Temperatures were higher in
coastal areas, decreasing towards the inland and high elevation zones. The typical average
values ranged from 13 to 16 ◦C, but there existed a large variability depending on the
area and the season (Figure 2). In this context, seasonal thermal amplitude (difference
between the maximum and minimum temperatures) can range from 5 to almost 20 ◦C,
lower values occurring in the winter, when temperatures were more homogeneous across
the territory, and the higher ones in the summer, when the differences were larger due
to the different atmospheric dynamics of the mountain and coastal areas and because of
the aforementioned sea softening. Overall, precipitation was scarce in most of the study
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area (average of 492 mm), with frequent values below 300 mm at southeast and northern
inland zones (Figure 3). Differences in the climatic features were emphasized during the
summer, when lowlands suffered high hydric stress with average temperatures over 22 ◦C
and almost nonexistent precipitation, and mountain areas, when convective storms were
prevented by raising temperatures, acting as refuges for biological activity.
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Figure 1. Map including the sampling locations (for a description of the site codes, see Table S1).
Shaded areas correspond to the actual Pinus halepensis distribution, obtained from the National
Institute for Agricultural and Food Research and Technology (www.inia.es, accessed on: 25 April
2021). Numbers refer to different toponyms: (1) Pyrenees, (2) Ebro Valley, (3) Iberian System,
(4) Mediterranean Sea, and (5) Betic and Penibetic Mountains.

2.1.3. Dendrochronological Methods

The trees were sampled from one to three times each, depending on the tree’s condition,
using an increment Pressler borer. The samples collected on the field were identified with
working marks, which encompassed the location, tree species, and number of trees, to
be later easily recognizable between each other and transported to the laboratory. Later,
the cores were mounted on wooden supports, air-dried, and the transversal surface of the
samples were sanded and polished with a belt sander using progressively finer sandpaper,
from 80, 120, 180, 220, or 280 grit until the tree rings were perfectly visible under a
microscope. The prepared samples were scanned with a Mustek S-series 2400 Plus flatbed
scanner with a resolution at 1200 dpi. Later, the cores were visually cross-dated using the
CDendro&CooRecorder 9.4 program [34]. This program recognizes the tree rings on a
calibrated high-resolution digital photo of a sample and allows to manually cross-date tree
rings. Finally, COFECHA software was used for its verification [35].

www.inia.es
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Tree ring width measurements were done to the nearest 0.01 mm with TSAPW-WinTM

Scientific software and a LINTABTM5 measuring device (Rinntech, Heidelberg, Germany,
www.rinntech.com, accessed on: 25 April 2021). EW and LW measurements were per-
formed following Mork’s formula (Mork 1928). Mork considered a LW tracheid to be one
in which the width of the common wall between the two neighboring tracheids multiplied
by two was equal to, or greater than, the width of the lumen. When the value was less than
the width of the lumen, the xylem was considered to be EW [36].

Finally, a total of 1026 trees were sampled at different locations in the Iberian Peninsula.
The range of diameters at breast height (Figure 4d) of the sampled trees oscillates were
between 10 and 80 cm, with a higher frequency of trees between 20 and 30 cm. Globally, the
EW and LW of a total of 139,634 growth rings were measured (Figure 4a,b). The EW ratio
varied in a large proportion of tree rings, between 0.6 and 0.9 (Figure 4c). The maximum
frequency was obtained at 0.8, and only 2% of the rings had a LW ratio higher than the EW
ratio (ratio < 0.5).
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2.1.4. Dendrochronological Dataset

The cambial age at breast height of the cores where the pith reached was calculated
directly from the count of the annual growth rings of the sample. In contrast, when the
cores lacked pith or measurements were obtained from external sources, pith displacement
estimates were obtained by fitting a geometric pith locator to the innermost ring. After
calculating the missing rings to the pith, the cambial age was estimated by adding the rings
counted in the oldest sample of the individual and the estimated missing rings.

www.rinntech.com
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Then, after obtaining the necessary EW and LW information for each of the rings, the
basal area (BA) was calculated. The early and latewood tree ring width value measurements
were transformed into basal area increments (BAI_EW and BAI_LW), where the geometric
constraint of adding a volume of wood to a stem of the increasing radius was taken into
account [37].

The BAI series for each tree was obtained by applying the following formula:

BAIt,y = π
(

r2
t,y − r2

t,y−1

)
(1)

where rt and r2
t,y−1 correspond to the stem radii corresponding to tree t for years and y − 1

respectively. Finally, an average BAI series was calculated for each specimen by averaging
the BAI series of the cores corresponding to each tree.

For each study site, the mean monthly temperature and total monthly precipitation
were obtained from the closest grid point to each sampled site, obtaining a set of high-
resolution SPREAD and STEAD [32,33]. In order to describe the climatic conditions
during the year of formation of each ring, the annual precipitation and the mean annual
temperature (from the previous September to current August) were calculated. Since
high-quality climate data in the study areas was limited starting from the second half of the
20th century, the dendroclimatic dataset and further analyses were limited to the common
period (1950–2014).

In order to highlight the climatic gradient marked in the study area, the total annual
precipitation and mean annual temperature were combined into a single simple parameter
that could represent the measure of the precipitation efficiency. For this purpose, the
aridity index (AI) proposed by De Martonne (1936) (42) was used, calculated using the
following formula:

AIs,y =
Ps,y

10 + Ts,y
(2)

where Ps,y is the total precipitation (in mm) given at site s in y, and Ts,y is the mean annual
temperature (in ◦C) recorded at site s in year y. The different climate types defined by the
IA are arid (0–10), semi-arid (10–20), Mediterranean (20–24), semi-humid (24–28), humid
(28–35), very humid (35–55), and extremely humid (>55).

2.2. Statistical Analysis
Models

Generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMM) using a Gamma distribution of the
errors were used to describe the spatial and temporal variations in earlywood (BAI_EW)
and latewood (BAI_LW) throughout the species’ distribution. We use the statistical com-
puting environment R and the package lme4 [38]. This model was based on the period
1950–2012 due to the common availability of the climate and dendrochronological data:
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where BAI_EWi,t and BAI_LWi,t represent the basal area increment of earlywood and
latewood, respectively, of the tree i during year t. The intercept of the models is β. The
independent variables included are (a) the mean aridity index (AImean), representing a
general descriptor of the mean climate conditions for each location, (b) the proportion
of earlywood existing in the whole tree in the previous year of the tree ring formation
(EW pi,t−1), and (c) the set of climate conditions occurred during the year t where the tree
ring of tree i was formed. Such a set included 12 variables representing the precipitations
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that occurred for each season, and the seasonal mean of the maximum and minimum
temperatures. The interaction between the AImean and the EW pi,t−1 factor against the
climate variable was also included in the models, since it has been proved that there
are potential variations in the climate influences across different climate regions, and it
modulates the climate sensitivity of trees [39]. In addition, since it is well-known that
the radial growth of a tree varies as it gets older/larger, and it is also influenced by the
growth account in the previous year, we included the basal area of the tree in the previous
year (BAi,t−1), as well as the basal area increments of EW and LW in the previous year,
as random terms in the model. The code of each tree was used as the random factor
in order to account for variations in the specific growth of each individual tree. Both
dependent and independent variables were log-transformed when needed to ensure a
normal distribution. In addition, to ensure a balanced weighing of each of the independent
variables, all of them were standardized (to have a zero mean and a standard deviation of 1)
prior to the construction of the models. The model was built on the basis of the information
corresponding to the period 1950–2012 due to the common availability of the sampled tree
ring measurements and the climatic data used. These models were evaluated by comparing
the full model with a model including only the intercept and with the models without the
three groups of independent variables (AI, EWp, and climatic factors).

The applicability of the model to the total range of the species was done by establishing
a theoretical tree with an initial BA-EW and BA-LW size of 1 cm and an initial EWp value
of 0.5. This theoretical model was applied to the climatic conditions obtained for the year
1951, the results of which modified the size of the trees and the EW ratio. These new
obtained conditions were applied in the models of all the years that made up the study.

The sum of all the growth data obtained from the 62 years of simulation provided a
spatially comparable estimate of the mean annual growth, at least in terms of the structural
conditions of the populations (same initial conditions).

3. Results
3.1. Main Factors Controlling EW and LW Growth in Pinus Halepensis

The spatial and temporal variations in the secondary growth of EW and EW of Pinus
halepensis across its distribution area of Spain can be suitable explained using climatic and
weather variations across the area (Table 1).

Precipitation from the previous autumn, winter, and spring were especially important
in the growth of EW. Summer precipitation was also significant, although with less relative
importance. In LW, the most important climatic factors explaining the temporal and spatial
variations in growth were the summer and autumn precipitation, although the winter and
spring rains were also significant.

The influence of the maximum and minimum temperatures was of lesser relative
importance, although their effects on growth were also significant. In this respect, the
growth of EW was favored when/where the minimum temperatures of autumn and sum-
mer were low but the minimums in winter and spring were elevated, and the maximums in
spring were also low. The patterns of influence of temperature on LW growth were nearly
reversed. The growth of LW was favored when/where the minimum temperatures were
high and maximum temperatures low in the winter, summer, and autumn. The influence
of spring temperatures was also significant but with a contrary signal. Thus, LW growth
was enhanced when/where the minimum temperatures in the spring were low but the
maximum were high.
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Table 1. Prediction model results for earlywood (Left) and latewood (Right). * (p < 0.05); ** (p < 0.01); *** (p < 0.001).

Earlywood BAI Latewood BAI

Estimate Std. Error sig Estimate Std. Error sig

(Intercept) 2.75 × 100 6.46 × 10−4 *** 2.65 × 100 6.65 × 10−4 ***
Aridity gradient (AI) −1.19 × 10−2 7.06 × 10−4 *** −3.96 × 10−3 7.04 × 10−4 ***

Earlywood proportion
(Ep) 2.96 × 10−3 4.70 × 10−4 *** −6.66 × 10−3 4.37 × 10−4 ***

AI: Ep 3.70 × 10−3 5.89 × 10−4 *** 1.21 × 10−3 5.26 × 10−4 *

PP Autumn-1 1.12 × 10−2 2.52 × 10−4 ***
PP Win 1.25 × 10−2 2.68 × 10−4 *** 7.89 × 10−4 2.43 × 10−4 **
PP Spr 1.19 × 10−2 2.72 × 10−4 *** 1.50 × 10−3 2.52 × 10−4 ***

PP Summer 3.86 × 10−3 2.59 × 10−4 *** 5.70 × 10−3 2.36 × 10−4 ***
PP Autumn 6.56 × 10−3 2.29 × 10−4 ***

Tmax Autumn-1 −9.37 × 10−4 6.39 × 10−4

Tmax Win 1.84 × 10−4 7.08 × 10−4 −3.77 × 10−3 6.47 × 10−4 ***
Tmax Spr −8.18 × 10−3 6.50 × 10−4 *** 4.74 × 10−3 5.55 × 10−4 ***

Tmax Summer 3.39 × 10−4 5.37 × 10−4 −3.89 × 10−3 5.04 × 10−4 ***
Tmax Autumn −1.27 × 10−3 5.98 × 10−4 *

Tmin Autumn-1 −7.21 × 10−3 9.58 × 10−4 ***
Tmin Win 7.27 × 10−3 6.69 × 10−4 *** 2.44 × 10−3 5.99 × 10−4 ***
Tmin Spr 2.58 × 10−3 9.45 × 10−4 *** −5.68 × 10−3 8.51 × 10−4 ***

Tmin Summer −5.92 × 10−3 8.85 × 10−4 *** 2.74 × 10−3 8.43 × 10−4 **
Tmin Autumn 7.21 × 10−3 9.46 × 10−4 ***

AI: PP Autumn-1 −3.46 × 10−3 2.65 × 10−4 ***
AI: PP Win −4.44 × 10−3 2.84 × 10−4 *** 4.31 × 10−4 2.62 × 10−4

AI: PP Spr −2.20 × 10−3 2.65 × 10−4 *** −1.70 × 10−4 2.46 × 104

AI: PP Summer −1.50 × 10−3 2.56 × 10−4 *** 1.42 × 10−4 2.33 × 10−4

AI: PP Autumn −2.68 × 10−3 2.42 × 10−4 ***

AI: Tmax Autumn-1 −1.15 × 10−3 6.84 × 10−4

AI: Tmax Win 5.53 × 10−3 7.53 × 10−4 *** 1.38 × 10−3 6.86 × 10−4 *
AI: Tmax Spr 3.77 × 10−3 7.00 × 10−4 *** −1.62 × 10−3 6.00 × 10−4 **

AI: Tmax Summer −4.86 × 10−3 5.93 × 10−4 *** 2.01 × 10−3 5.60 × 10−4 ***
AI: Tmax Autumn −1.61 × 10−3 6.47 × 10−4

AI: Tmin Autumn-1 1.48 × 10−4 1.05 × 10−3 *
AI: Tmin Win −1.07 × 10−3 7.25 × 10−4 −1.78 × 10−3 6.47 × 10−4 **
AI: Tmin Spr −5.99 × 10−3 1.01 × 10−3 *** 2.10 × 10−3 9.02 × 10−4 *

AI: Tmin Summer 6.19 × 10−3 9.50 × 10−4 *** −1.23 × 10−3 9.07 × 10−4

AI: Tmin Autumn 7.42 × 10−4 1.03 × 10−3

Ep: PP Autumn-1 −3.01 × 10−4 2.63 × 10−4

Ep: PP Win 2.16 × 10−4 2.83 × 10−4 5.30 × 10−4 2.55 × 10−4 *
Ep: PP Spr −3.20 × 10−4 2.71 × 10−4 5.64 × 10−4 2.51 × 10−4 *

Ep: PP Summer −3.90 × 10−4 2.56 × 10−4 −1.13 × 10−3 2.32 × 10−4 ***
Ep: PP Autumn 2.63 × 10−4 2.37 × 10−4

Ep: Tmax Autumn-1 1.50 × 10−4 6.50 × 10−4

Ep: Tmax Win −8.95 × 10−4 7.16 × 10−4 1.93 × 10−3 6.53 × 10−4 **
Ep: Tmax Spr 1.35 × 10−3 6.70 × 10−4 * −1.20 × 10−3 5.73 × 10−4 *

Ep: Tmax Summer 1.83 × 10−4 5.42 × 10−4 −9.88 × 10−5 5.03 × 10−4

Ep: Tmax Autumn 8.41 × 10−4 6.17 × 10−4

Ep: Tmin Autumn-1 1.46 × 10−3 1.00 × 10−3

Ep: Tmin Win 4.33 × 10−3 6.98 × 10−4 *** 7.77 × 10−4 6.22 × 10−4

Ep: Tmin Spr −4.32 × 10−3 9.93 × 10−4 *** −3.43 × 10−4 8.90 × 10−4

Ep: Tmin Summer −1.57 × 10−3 8.89 × 10−4 1.56 × 10−3 8.34 × 10−4

Ep: Tmin Autumn −1.31 × 10−3 9.79 × 10−4
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Despite the existence of the previously defined general climate influence, our analyses
revealed that the influences of both the seasonal precipitation and the seasonal temperatures
were not homogeneous across the aridity gradient of the species distribution. In the EW
portion, precipitation had a significant influence, but its importance was more pronounced
in the more arid sectors (as we could interpret by the negative interactions between
the precipitation of all seasons and aridity gradient). The relative importance of the
temperatures also varied across the aridity gradient. A greater influence could be observed
from the winter and spring maxima in the humid sectors and a greater influence from the
summer maxima in the more arid sectors. As for the summer minimums, a greater influence
was observed in humid areas, while, in the more arid sectors, the spring minimums had the
greatest influence. Furthermore, the differential effect of the temperatures along the aridity
gradient of LW growth caused a greater influence of the winter and summer maxima in the
humid sectors, while the spring and autumn maxima had a greater influence on the more
arid sectors. A greater influence of the spring minima could also be obtained in humid
sectors and a greater influence of the winter minima in the more arid sectors.

The climatic variations revealed a pronounced effect on the tree growth variations,
but our analyses also revealed that the wood structural characteristics of the trees had
a significant effect on tree productivity. Thus, the trees with a larger proportion of EW
tended to produce a wider EW section, and the trees with a wider LW section tended to
produce a wider LW section. Interestingly, the importance of the influence of such anatomic
characteristics of the tree was higher in humid environments (as we could interpret by the
positive signals of the interaction between the aridity gradient and the EWp).

The EW/LW structure of a tree also alters, although partially, the climate and growth
relationships. Thus, the influence of the winter minimums was greater in trees with a
higher percentage of EW, while the influence of the spring minimums was greater in trees
with lower percentages of EW. In addition, the summer rainfall was particularly influential
on trees with low EWp.

3.2. Models’ Accuracy Assessment and Validation

To evaluate the accuracy of the growth models, we followed the previous
approaches [12,40] by comparing the model with all the explanatory variables (full model)
with its reduced versions, i.e., without the EWp, AI, and climatic factors, respectively, and
with the model only built with the intercept (null model). We performed this comparison
both in EW and LW through a set of probabilistic statistical measures (Table 2) in order to
quantify the model performance (AIC, BIC, log-likelihood, and deviance) and complexity
(degrees of freedom).

Table 2. Accuracy assessment of the models. Goodness-of-fit measures: AIC (Akaike information
criterion), BIC or SBC (Schwarz’s Bayesian criterion), logLik (log-likelihood function), deviance
(Residual deviance), and df.resid (Degrees of freedom—Residual).(Table S2).

AIC BIC logLik Deviance df.resid

Earlywood

Full 102,951.6 103,402.9 −51,424.8 102,849.6 51,435
Null 115,841.8 115,948.0 −57,908.9 115,817.8 51,474
no AI 104,370.0 104,697.4 −52,148.0 104,296.0 51,449

no Ewp 103,000.0 103,327.4 −51,463.0 102,926.0 51,449
no Clima 115,767.0 115,899.8 −57,868.5 115,737.0 51,471

Latewood

Full 79,472.3 79,799.7 −39,699.1 79,398.3 51,449
Null 82,315.1 82,421.3 −41,145.6 82,291.1 51,474
no AI 79,919.5 80,247.0 −39,922.8 79,845.5 51,449

no Ewp 79,710.7 80,162.1 −39,804.4 79,608.7 51,435
no Clima 82,665.0 82,797.7 −41,317.5 82,635.0 51,471
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The results showed the lowest values in the full models both in EW and LW, mean-
ing that, despite the highest complexity, the joint consideration of the AI, EWp, and
climatic factors better represented the growths of the trees than omitting any of the
explanatory variables.

The full models of EW and LW were then applied to the observations, and we per-
formed a comparison between the observations and their corresponding predictions to
evaluate their goodness-of-fit (Figure 5). The results showed a good agreement, with
coefficients of determination of 0.76 and 0.81 for EW and LW, respectively. No general
bias was observed in both sets of predictions, except for a slight overestimation of a few
observations in EW lower than 12.5. Despite the inherent limitations related to models’
uncertainties, the applicability of the obtained models all across the distribution area was
possible given the agreement between the predicted and observed wood measurements.
However, the results were applicable to the studied species in the study area and should
not be extrapolated to other species or sites.
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3.3. Models’ Predictions across Species Distribution

The final models obtained were used to describe the performance of EW and LW
growths across the species distribution in the Iberian Peninsula. To obtain comparable
results across the study area, the models were applied to the observed climate conditions
of 1951 of each pixel for a theoretical tree with an initial basal area of 2 cm2 (1 cm2

corresponding to the EW section and another 1 cm2 of LW) and, then, an initial EWp of 0.5.
Predicted growths at each pixel for 1951 were added to such initial tree conditions, and
then, the model was applied again subsequently to years 1952–2012. The sum of all the
growth data obtained from the 62 years of the simulation provided a spatially comparable
estimate of the mean annual growth across the distribution area. The resulting patterns of
the growth estimates of the EW basal area, LW basal area, annual basal area, and EWp are
shown in Figure 6.

The EW growth (Figure 6a) values were lowest in the semi-arid areas of SE Spain,
with the second area of low EW production in the central sector of Ebro Valley, associated,
in both cases, with low precipitation values and high summer temperatures, factors that
act as growth-limiting factors. From these two sectors, a progressive increase in the EW
growth values was observed towards the highest areas of the study area, such as the areas
of Western pre-Pyrenees and the Catalan Coastal Mountain Range in the north, the sectors
of the Iberian system closest to the Mediterranean, and those with the greatest exposure to
westerly flows, as well as in the south in areas of the Betic and Penibetic Mountain Ranges,
which also offered good exposure to westerly flows. This corresponded to the elevated
areas where the temperature did not usually act as a limiting factor and where, on the
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other hand, the winter and spring precipitations were more abundant, influencing the
development of the cambium during this period and, therefore, the formation of EW.

1 
 

 
Figure 6. Distribution prediction models. (a) Mean annual EW growth. (b) Mean annual LW growth.
(c) Mean annual ring width growth. (d) Proportion of EW.

In relation to the growth of LW (Figure 6b), the spatial distribution patterns changed
markedly from those indicated for EW. The entire Mediterranean coastline offers higher
LW growth values, which progressively decrease towards inland, reaching the lowest
values in the most continental and higher elevation areas. These high LW growth values
correspond to areas with high autumn temperatures and higher autumn rainfall, often
annual maxima. Under these conditions, secondary growth is prolonged throughout the
season and, in some cases, even reactivated after a break caused by high temperatures
and summer drought. As we pointed out, towards the interior, the LW growth decreases,
especially in the more continental and higher altitudinal areas but, above all, in those more
westerly and more exposed to ocean fronts, where the autumn maximum of precipitation
loses importance compared to the spring maximum.

The distribution of the EW fraction (Figure 6c) combines and highlights the spatial
patterns seen above for EW and LW. The areas with milder spring and summer tempera-
tures and a higher presence of winter and spring precipitation, i.e., the westernmost areas
of the Pinus halepensis distribution in the Iberian Peninsula, have the highest RW fractions,
above 0.8 and even 0.9. In these areas, the radial growth has adapted to the most favorable
climatic conditions during the beginning of the growing season, generating, as we can
see, most of the secondary growth during that time of the year. In contrast, the warmer
and drier areas at the southeast of the peninsula have the lowest EW fraction, below 0.7.
Hot and dry summers combined with mild autumns and higher convective activity in
the Mediterranean, and, therefore, more precipitation that favor the development of the
cambium in the final stages of the growing season, generate a higher number of LW cells.

Finally, RW width is conditioned mainly by EW width (Figure 6d). Although the LW
growth was high in the dry and warm areas at the SE of the peninsula, it did not exceed
65% of the total basal area increment in any case, with most of the territory having values
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above 80% (Figure 6a,b). This means that the total growth and the EW growth showed
practically similar spatial patterns, with lower average annual growths at the SE and the
central sector of Ebro Valley, where low rainfall at any time of the year together with high
summer temperatures had a significant effect on growth, while the highest growth rates,
120% higher, were observed in areas with milder temperatures due to their higher altitudes
and better orientation to oceanic flows that ensured greater volumes of precipitation during
the spring.

4. Discussion
4.1. Tree Acclimation and Spatial Plasticity in Secondary Growth

Pinus halepensis represents a key species across the Mediterranean area, being one of
the better-adapted species to survive in dry and semiarid areas [12,41,42]. The ecology
and biogeography of Pinus halepensis have been widely studied, as well as the influence of
climate variability on its secondary growth [3,10,19,27,28,43]. Usually, cambial phenology
and secondary growth patterns of Pinus halepensis are primarily linked to precipitation
variability, and yet, different studies have demonstrated that temperature variations can
also have a significant influence [3,8,16,20].

From a functional hydraulic point of view, there are basically two distinct cell types
within a tree ring in conifers: The early season growth in a tree produces EW cells that are
wide in diameter with a thinner cell wall and generally accounts for 40–80% of the ring’s
growth in width. Then, during late spring or early summer, as the moisture stress increases,
auxin production decreases, triggering the formation of smaller but denser LW cells [18,44].
As a consequence, EW formation has been traditionally described to be less sensitive to
climate variability than the LW zone [45,46].

Climate seasonality has a strong influence on the annual tree growth but, also, on the
wood anatomical characteristics of the cells formed and, also, on the wood properties and
hydraulic functionality of the formed tree ring [19]. Our results for Pinus halepensis across
its distribution area in the Iberian Peninsula, comprising a wide set of climate conditions,
partially agreed with these general descriptions. Henceforth, we found that both EW and
LW cell formation were strongly sensitive to climate variability. In addition, such sensitivity
and the seasonality of such influences plastically differed across the climate gradients in the
distribution area. The climate conditions of the previous autumn had a significant influence
on EW formation, suggesting that the formation of the EW section depends partially on the
carbohydrates synthesized in the previous year [47,48], while the formation of LW depends
on the climate conditions and then on the photo assimilates synthesized during the current
year [49].

In addition, and similar to what was described for the total annual ring growth [3],
the sensitivity and the seasonality of how climate influences plastically differ across the
climate gradients in the area also suggest a strong ability of Pinus halepensis to modulate
the growth during the different seasonal phases according to the different environmen-
tal conditions. In fact, the sensitivity to climate variations and, especially, to the vary-
ing soil humidity conditions varied geographically, being higher in dry and semiarid
environments [40,50,51]. As a consequence of such plastic characteristics, the proportion
of EW versus LW within the tree rings strongly varied across the species distribution:
from 90% of EW cells in the wood formed at mesic environments to less than 65% in
thermo-Mediterranean semiarid environments.

This spatial pattern agreed with studies on xylogenesis on the species that suggested
that cambial activations and the start of the growing season are usually delayed in mountain
environments. However, drought stress conditions are also delayed in mountain areas
in comparison to coastal sites, and as a consequence, the duration of xylogenesis for EW
cell formation was similar across the distribution area [18,52]. Despite a similar length of
the EW growing season, the growth rate in mesic environments was higher basically due
to the higher water availability. Conversely, the length of the period for LW formation
may strongly differ spatially since, after the slowdown of the cambial activity during the
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summer, cambial reactivation was only possible when and where favorable (i.e., wet and
warm) conditions occurred during the autumn [21]. Across the species distribution in
the IP, such favorable conditions occurred more commonly at the coastal areas [21,53],
explaining why higher latewood growth rates were observed at the coastal areas.

4.2. Differing Anatomical Strategies

It is well-known that tree species with long organs and reserves show a slower accli-
mation response to today’s climatic variations than species with shorter lives [54]. The
hydraulic conductivity is closely related to sapwood condition and contributes to the effi-
ciency of water transport, reducing the tree’s risk of water deficits and promoting growth.
In this respect, and given that EW and LW cells are hydraulically functional for decades, dif-
ferences in the EW/LW patterns, as described in our results, have important consequences
that define the differential abilities of Pinus populations in both the efficiency of their
hydraulic capacity and their safety characteristics when responding to drought conditions.

EW cells have approximately 11 times the specific water conductivity of latewood
cells, and, as a consequence, up to 90% of the total flow occurs through EW [24]. Therefore,
trees with a higher proportion of EW will, in turn, have a wide sapwood, which will allow
for increased water flow, resulting in an efficient growth strategy and, at the same time, a
slower response to climatic variations. This slower response will allow the tree to maintain
a growth rate despite adverse climatic conditions. The trade-off, however, is that EW ducts
with a high conductivity may be more vulnerable to embolism [55–57]. Conversely, a
higher proportion of latewood cells and, thus, a narrower sapwood reduces the growth
efficiency, leading to a more conservative growth strategy but, also, to a higher water
storage capacity and, thus, a lower risk of embolism, as well as a faster response to climatic
variations. The ratio of EW to LW within a ring and the xylem anatomy could then be
considered as a hydraulic trait of acclimation, with pronounced consequences throughout
the life of a tree [58].

In our study, we found that coastal forests have a higher proportion of LW and a
safer growth strategy than those located in inland mountain areas, which described a more
efficient strategy. This situation means that xylem characteristics at coastal forests are
better-adapted and have a higher capacity to survive drought episodes. The construction
of a hydraulic system is, however, a continuous process in which a compromise between a
productive and a safe hydraulic system is reached every year. Therefore, the plastic ability
of trees to adapt their growth rhythms and to alter the EW/LW of the annually formed
cells could be interpreted as an important adaptive characteristic that can help to modulate
the impact of climate change on forest populations. Whether the observed patterns of
EW/LW are a consequence of genetic variations in the provenance, to phenotypic plasticity,
or to a combination of factors cannot be determined by our study. The contribution of
local adaptation and/or phenotypic plasticity across populations to the persistence of
those species under global warming could be decisive for the prediction of climate change
impacts across populations.

4.3. Effects on the Carbon Balance

In addition to the variations associated with the hydraulic properties of the wood
and to the changing ability of a tree to cope with the changing environmental conditions,
the spatial and temporal variations in EW/LW have a pronounced consequence in wood
density characteristics and, consequently, in the quantification of the potential and real
carbon sequestration rates occurring across species distribution.

It is known that most of the carbon sequestration is produced and accumulated during
cell wall thickening [59]. Cell walls in latewood are considerably wider than in EW cells,
and as consequence, in conifers, latewood has a density up to two times higher than
EW [24,60,61].

Our results revealed that the Pinus halepensis forests located in the Mediterranean
coastal areas have slower growths compared with other populations; they, theoretically,
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have a fixed lower amount of carbon annually. However, in coastal areas, the annual rings
formed within a year have a greater proportion of LW, which implies a higher proportion of
carbon depletion. Forests adapted to dryer conditions are more efficient as carbon reservoirs
than forests growing in wetter areas. This fact should be taken into consideration when
modeling forest carbon sequestration, as the wood density should be considered in these
studies. Therefore, the implications of these findings may change the expectations about
the carbon sequestration capacity of conifers, at least in dry areas. However, our study was
limited in this respect, and further research is needed on the spatial differences and climate
drivers of the EW/LW proportions in order to produce more realistic estimations of the
carbon sequestration capacity of forests.

5. Conclusions

This study evaluated the influence of biotic and environmental factors on earlywood
(EW) and latewood (LW) growth in Pinus halepensis. Our research revealed an intense but
differentiated climatic influence on the EW and LW growth components, with significant
variations along environmental gradients explained by the climatic influence in the study
area, suggesting that Pinus halepensis shows an important adaptation through plasticity
and local adaptation to variable climatic conditions.

In addition, we were able to verify the existence of a clear spatial trade-off between
efficiency and security strategy in the growth patterns across the distribution of the species,
observing that:

- in areas with wetter conditions, the trees contained a higher proportion of EW (i.e.,
water transport efficiency) and a lower response to climatic variations. This fact
allowed the trees to maintain a stable growth rate (i.e., an efficiency strategy).

- On the contrary, in areas where climatic conditions were more xeric, the propor-
tion of LW was higher and had a faster response to the climatic variations (i.e., a
safety strategy).

Finally, we believe that wood density should be considered in carbon sequestration
studies (i.e., modeling current and future carbon sequestration), as it is a factor that has not
been considered due to the few or nonexistent research studies on earlywood and latewood
growth patterns, and yet, it can provide new, useful insights.
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